CNAM Board of Directors Nomination
Leanne Brannigan

My name is Leanne Brannigan and as a long standing CNAM member, I am pleased to
submit my nomination for the CNAM Board of Directors. The required and requested
information can be found below.

Full Name
Leanne Brannigan

Board Position
Regional Director for Ontario or Director at Large

Current Professional Role/Responsibilities
I am the Manager of Corporate Asset Management at the Region of Peel and have
been foundational in the development of Peel's unique Corporate Asset Management
Strategy incorporating Council endorsed levels of service, lifecycles and risk to set
organizational priorities and inform the overall budgets and capital plan. I have been
key in establishing the internal relationships necessary for rolling the program out

across all of Peel’s diverse Services ranging from Water Linear infrastructure through to
Social Housing and everything in between. I lead a team of highly dedicated and skilled
professionals with specialized asset management and financial expertise.

Related Experience
In addition to my municipal experience, I have a significant National and Regional peer
network along with broader Asset Management (AM) education, industry and volunteer
experience. I am the founding Chair of Asset Management Ontario leading it from a
working group to an incorporated Organization with contracts for service delivery and
capacity building throughout Ontario, focusing on smaller and more rural municipalities.
I also serve as a member of FCM’s MAMP Technical Working Group, was one of the
Provincial founders of Asset Management Canada, have been appointed to OGRA’s
AM Certification Board and was awarded MFOA’s 2017 Leadership Award.

Interest and Vision for CNAM
I feel privileged to have found my calling in this industry. No matter what challenge we
face I truly believe the way we advance asset management nationally and regionally is
through leadership, innovation and collaboration, the pillars of CNAM’s strategic plan.
These same pillars have guided me professionally, both in my career and volunteer
efforts. I would be honored to serve on the CNAM Board as I feel I have the expertise
and can add value in the areas of AM outreach and education, promotion, networking
and strategic organization building. Giving back to the industry is fundamental to me.

